
EXPAND MIND TO ACHIEVE
ACCELERATED BUSINESS GOALS

Unravel the knowledge of success stored within you with
Mr. Sanjay Mansukhani

ABOUT
Mr. Sanjay Mansukhani is a Mind Science
Expert with 12+ years of experience in
helping business owners to grow their
business and attain new heights. 
One of the most knowledgeable business
coaches in the field of Ancient Hindu Mind &
Manifestation Science. 
Trained 10000+ entrepreneurs & people
based in India, UK, US, Canada & UAE. 
He practices techniques from 3 Classical
works of Mind and Manifestation Wisdom
like Master Key System, Yoga Sutras of
Patanjali and Samkhya Darshan of Kapila
Muni. 

LEARNINGS
Strategic approach towards
streamlining of business goals & plans

1.

Explains about the Avyakta (unmanifested) world
and how from it the desired Vyakta (manifested)
world of our business goals & plans can be created
using time proven strategies.
Explains about Dukkhatraya (3 kinds of challenges
all business owners face and how to remove them
completely and permanently so the Chitta (Mind)
can be freed of all kinds of problems to achieve
ambitious business growth.
Prepare you for decision-making with clarity by
improving Viveka (power of discrimination) and
Pragya (Intuition)
Guide to acquire Manifestation Powers through
Dharana & Dhyana which will lead to successful
execution of Business plans for growth.

With ease, the mentee is guided to perform mental
muscle exercises by which the following is
achieved:

 Deep connection with innermost state of mind with
highest level of concentration

 Zero Thought State of mind thus freeing the mind
from all fears, negativity, limitations

 Reprogramming this thoughtless state of mind
unlocks hidden strengths, potential, perspective,
opportunities, and ideas never discovered before

 Ambitious big business plans become realistic
Accelerated business growth attainable with peace

and joy

Enhance your business using Ancient Mind Science

2. Learning of the techniques

Visualization
o Mentee is guided to get block-by-block details of
strategic plans into a visual imagination so that it
becomes real in the mind (penetrates deep inside the
mind) using the inner eye

Repetition
o Practicing the visual imagination regularly makes the
vision in the mind stronger and deeper.
o This helps in turning goals into reality effectively and
quickly

Argumentation
o Having a debate or argumentation on the desired
manifestation of the business plan creates a strong
impression on the mind of the mentee
o Thereby making the actual manifestation easy and
accurate.

Manifestation
o With clarity of mind mentee develops unshakeable
belief in the strategic plans
o With faith in plans and ability energy gets laser-
sharp focus
o Mentee learns to manifest heartfelt ambitions with
a strong sense of power



3. Empowerment To Scale the Business

Mentee is empowered to identify and align purpose of
life with business vision for results that nurture the soul
With a combination of business guidance and mind
science techniques, mentee feels empowered and
confident to achieve growth with joy which initially
seemed unimaginable

 THE NEW MENTEE
WILL HAVE :

 Highest knowledge of mind & manifestation
science

 Experience in mind coaching
 Result oriented
 Prepare tailored approach as per the needs

of the client
 Strong listening skills
 High emphasis on discipline, right values &

ethics
 Highly professional yet approachable

OUTCOME
 IMPACT ON THE

BUSINESS :

- Immense clarity of
mind which facilitates
right thinking
- An open mindset that
enables to think from
multiple perspectives
- An ability to absorb
more knowledge about
the market, competitors
and customers
- Creative thinking ability
to be more innovative
towards solving
problems
- Improved sense of self
confidence and inner
strength
- Stronger intuitive sense
to take calculative risks
- Empowered attitude
with positive energies

- Creation of new and
unique products and
services
- Expansion of business
into newer markets
- Overcoming business
problems efficiently with
faster decision-making
capabilities
- Effective execution of
new vision
- Improvement in
communication skills &
relationships with
colleagues, clients and
employees
- Addition of new clients
and customers
- Improvement in overall
performance and
productivity
- Enhancement in
reputation and brand
value

sanjaymansukhani.mks@gmail.com C14, First Floor,Electronic Centre,1/1 A Biplabi
Anukul Chandra StChandni Chowk,
Kolkata,West Bengal, IndiaPIN 700072

Here is the reason why
TAKE SESSIONS WITH 
MR. SANJAY MANSUKHANI?

Get in touch with us:

+91 8017506379

+91 9830041652

https://www.facebook.com/mansukhani.sanjay
https://www.instagram.com/sanjay.mansukhani/?next=%252F
http://www.linkedin.com/in/sanjay-bhagwan-mansukhani-
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCWtor6FE6ifjunszT9VR0rQ

